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My invention relates in general to so-called
particularly to a mechanically operated device
for connection with the tuning mechanism for
a radio receiver to accomplish rapid tuning of
automatic tuning devices for radio receivers and

(C. 4-0)

ing pressure is off, and then retain the set posi

tion until all others are similarly acted upon,

after which the locking pressure may be applied
to all cams simultaneously with a single Op

eration.

the receiver to a predetermined broadcast

A further feature of my invention is the pro
vision of coupling means between the tuning Con
Mechanical tuning of a radio receiver to a denser and cam shaft to prevent misalignment
predetermined station setting has been accom of the condenser elements and to prevent un
plished in the prior art by means of a rotatable desirable microphonics to arise as between the O
Cam and movable lever structure, but there have condenser and automatic tuning device.
In practicing my invention I may also provide
been certain disadvantages to the structure here
tofore employed which have prevented or at least the tuning cams, and tuning condenser rotors
handicapped the commercial exploitation of such on the same shaft, eliminating the necessity for
devices. These disadvantages were primarily re coupling a camshaft to a tuning shaft and thus s
lated to unsatisfactory structure for securing a simplifying the complete assembly.

Station.

5

can to its corresponding shaft, yet permitting

20

25

rotation thereon for original setting or resetting
of Said cam to a desired tuning position, and
further were related to the complexity and rela
tively high costs for the structure without pro
ducing comparable operating advantages.
It is an object of the present invention to pro
Wide an improved automatic tuning device for

In the commercial embodiments of my inven
tion I also provide various stopping means to
limit the movement of the can on its carrying

shaft to substantially i80° or the degree of ro
tation of the variable condenser for the radio

20

receiver. I also provide stopping means acting
upon the rotatable carrying shaft mechanism
for my tuning device to cooperate with the nor
a radio receiver.
mal stopping means on the variable condenser 25
A still further object is to provide a simpli for the receiver to reduce jarring and conse
fied, mechanically operated tuning device which quently the possibility of misalignment of the

. . will operate smoothly and efficiently, yet of such variable condenser elements to a minimum.

Other objects and features of my invention .
a very low cost for use With any radio receiver, will be apparent in the following description 30
and particularly the inexpensive table models or taken with the drawings, of which:

Simple construction that it may be produced at

30

35
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Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the complete
Fig. 2 is a top plan view, partly in section,
on their corresponding shaft to positively pre of the tuning device of a portion of the variable

So-called midget radio receivers.
One of the features of my invention is the
provision of locking means for the rotatable cams

automatic tuning device of my invention.

went movement of the cam with respect to the
shaft during the tuning Operation so that after

condenser shown in Fig. 1.

the can is once positioned on the shaft for a

line 3-3 of Fig. 2.

35

Fig. 3 is a detailed sectional view along the
desired station setting, such position will be re
Fig. 4 is a detailed view, partly in Section, of
tained during subsequent tuning operations. the coupling mechanism between the rotatable. 40
These tuning operations are, in effect, some cam shaft and the variable condenser for the
what violent, by virtue of the fact that the op radio receiver.
erator in pressing the operating lever for the
cam downwardly will apply a substantial force

45 against the can Surface.

::

A still further feature of my invention is the

Fig. 5 is an enlarged view of a portion of the

coupling mechanism.

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary view, partly in Section,

45

of a modification of the manual tuning struc

provision of novel and simplemeans for varying
the locking pressure on the individual cams so ture, and friction tensioning means for the tun
as to permit the setting or angular positioning ing cams.

7 is a fragmentary view, partly in section,
of such cam with respect to the shaft to provide of Fig.
a further modification of the tuning and ten
tuning device. With respect to this locking pres Sioning means.
Fig. 8 is a front elevation of a modification of
sure, there is sufficient frictional pressure on each
cam even when ready for resetting, so that all the friction pressure adjusting means.
Fig. 9 is a side elevation of an element thereof.
5 cams may be reset individually while the lock

50

a desired predetermined station setting for the

50

55
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Fig. 10 illustrates a still further modification
of the friction adjusting means.
Fig. 11 illustrates a modification of the tuner
and condenser structure in which a common
shaft is provided for both members.
Fig. 12 is a modification of the structure of
Fig. 11.
Fig. 13 is a modification of the selector lever
structure of Fig. 1.

O

more positive yet simpler means than anything
provided in the prior art.
The cams frictionally retained against rotary
movement on the shaft 3 when in operating po
sition, are selectively moved to provide a prede
termined station setting for the variable con

denser by means of selector levers 33 pivoted on

a fixed rod or shaft 4 secured in the frame plates
0 and

. . The selector levers act as their own

Fig. 14 is a fragmentary top plan view of the spacers, but are retained on a limited length of

selector lever.

G

the rod as shown by means of split locking Wash
ers 36 pressed into corresponding grooves at that

Fig. 15 is a modification of the indicator struc
point in the rod. A sleeve 36' separates the two
Fig. 16 is a fragmentary plan view of the groups of levers at the dial portion of the assem
bly. Bushings 35 of insulating material support
indicator of Fig. 15; and
Fig. 17 is a fragmentary sectional view of the the shaft 34 at each end in the frame members to
electrically insulate said shaft from Said frame
pointer unit for this indicator.
Referring to Fig. 1, my tuning device is illus members. Each selector lever comprises a One
trated with a frame comprising a pair of side piece key and lever member 3 having a finger
members to and
for rotatably supporting a portion 38 formed at one end, and apertured in
camshaft structure 2 including a central shaft termediate the ends to fit over the rod 34. The
3 (Fig. 2) with a plurality of independent sleeves member 3 is reinforced and supported against
4"surrounding the shaft. A bushing 6 slidable undesirable play on the shaft by means of a lever
with respect to said shaft supports the same frame bar 39 riveted or otherwise Secured to the
in the frame member , while a corresponding lever member 37 at 4 and extending rearwardly
bushing 7 supports the shaft 3 in the opposite in an offset position Substantially parallel to the
frame member . A plurality of cans 8 are member 3 to cooperate thereWith at its Outer
ture of Fig. 1.

5

25

5.

supported on the shaft and spaced apart by end in carrying a rotatably mounted roller 42.

means of a spacing sleeve or collar 4, and wash

30.

35

ers 9 and 2, with said washers positioned on
the left-hand and the right-hand side, respec
tively of each cam as viewed in Figs. 1 and 2.
A detail of this can assembly on the shaft is
shown in Fig. 3, illustrating the key way 22 in
the shaft for receiving the key lug 23 on the

The two members 37 and 39 act as their Own

spacers on the rod. Pivoted about the rod 34 as
a center, the selector lever 33 is depressed until

30

it engages the cam surface as shown in the first

dotted position in the illustration of Fig. 3 when

it causes the cam 8 itself to move by virtue of
the rounded surface of its edge until the roller

washer 9 to prevent the rotation of the washer is in the depression 43 formed by the two halves
on said shaft. The cam 8 will rotate On the of the substantially heart-shaped can. This p0
shaft when the friction pressure is reduced as sition of the cam is shown in full lines in Fig. 3
will be hereinafter explained, but this rotary
movement is limited to substantially 180 by
means of the integral stop lug 24 On the cam,
engaging shoulder 26 or 27 on the washer 9,
the particular shoulder engaged depending on
the angular position of the cam with respect to
the shaft 3. Washer 2 may be identical with
washer 9 and non-rotatable on the shaft ,
but a stop lug is provided on only one side of
the cam 8. The key way 22 is shown in Fig. 2
of the drawings, and extends from the threaded

and the corresponding position of the roller 2

is shown in the upper dotted line position. After 40
the lever has been depressed to rotate the cam
to this position, the spring 44 fastened to an in

sulating strip 44' acts to pull it back to the normal

non-operating position shown in Fig. 1. As is
apparent, in Fig. 3 one side of the can from tip to .

depression 43 is longer than the other side, and
the tip is off-center with respect to the aperture

for the shaft 3. The can and lever structure
described above compensates for any Wear On any
end portion 28 of the shaft substantially to the of the engaging portions of the complete assem

opposite condenser coupling end 29.

bly and the roller 42 always seats in the depres
The tuning of the radio receiver to a particular sion 43 so that the latter is always in the same
broadcast station is accomplished by moving the angular position and consequently the same sta
rotors of the tuning condenser 3 secured to a tion will always be tuned in for a particular set
shaft 32 to a particular position with respect to ting of a cam.. The angular position of the con
the condenser stators to provide a particular denser rotors of course corresponds to the posi

capacity therebetween. The rotary movement of
provided on the condenser structure. By virtue
of the lug 24 on a cam 8, and the shoulders 2
and 27 on a fixed washer 9, the movement of each

the rotors is limited to 180, and suitable stops are

tion of the cam in the set position described.

The frictional pressure or tension on the cams
8 is adjusted by structure as shown in One en
bodiment in Fig. 2, which includes a knob unit

46 comprising an inner sleeve 4 having an in
downwardly extending lug 48 for fitting in
can is limited to the same 180' arc travelled by tegral
key-way 22 of the shaft 3 as heretofore de
the rotors of the variable condenser 3. To pro the
scribed. A knob 49 molded or provided in other

vide a predetermined station setting within this material and rigidly secured to the sleeve 4, is
path a cam 8 is set to an angular position, with left open at the end to receive a cap screw 5.
respect to the shaft 13 corresponding to the po which
fits into the sleeve 4 and is apertured and

sition of the rotors of the variable condenser

55

tapped at one end to screw onto the correspond

60

65

for that station. So far as the positioning of a ing thread section 28 of the shaft 3. It is noted
cam on a shaft to correspond with the tuning
O condenser is concerned, this has been previously in Fig. 2 that shoulders 52 are provided on the 70
under side of the head of the cap screw 5 to
accomplished in the art. However, locking the bear against the end of the sleeve 47 which sleeve

cams in the desired position and then resetting at its other end presses against the bushing fB
6, in turn bears against a washer 53, which with
s accomplished in the present invention by much

those cams for a predetermined station setting is slidably carried on the shaft 3. The bushing

S
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in the bar 56 in the original stamping
the washer 2 carries therebetween a spring formed
thereof. In the original assembly of the tuner

5

O

washer 54 bowed over its body portion as shown
clearly in Fig. 2. In the position of these mem
bers as illustrated in Fig. 2, the screw 5 has
been turned outwardly enough to reduce the ten
sion in the Spring washer 54, to in turn reduce the

and after the shaft 3 with the can units and

cooperating mechanism thereon is mounted in the

frame members 0 and , the shaft 3 may be
pushed in a left-hand direction as viewed in Fig.
friction tension on the individual Cann-Washer 2 to cause the flattened portions 58 to extend
through the end member . A fibre...washer 62 is
and-collar units over the length of the shaft 3 slipped
over the end of the shaft to lay against

So that such shaft 3 may be moved relative to the outside surface of the wall and the spider
the cam 8. Such movement of the shaft 3 is collar and stop bar assembly is then slipped over
accomplished while holding a cam 8 in fixed po the end of the shaft with the flattened sides 66 of
sition by means of a roller 42 on the lever 33 en the slot or aperture in the stop bar 56 snugly en
gaging the depression 43. This holding position
the flattened portions 58 of the shaft 3 to
is illustrated in the full-line position of the cam gaging
the stop bar to be keyed thereon in the posi
8 in Fig. 3, and the uppermost dotted line posi cause
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. This assembly is then
tion of the roller 62. Meanwhile the tuning knob tion
rigidly secured on the end of the shaft by means

O

5

a 9 is rotated to rotate the shaft 3 and in turn of a screw 67 fitting in a threaded cavity in the
the shaft 32 coupled thereto, of the condenser 3. end
portion 29 of the shaft 3 and accessible 20
Even in the position of Fig. 2 the spring Washer through
the opening 68 of the collar 6. With this
20 54 exerts sufficient force on the movable assembly assembly completed, the shaft 3 is then turned
on the shaft to provide such frictional engage until the stop bar 56 butts a lug 57 as shown in
ment on the cams as to keep them from rotating Fig. 4. This, of course, represents one of the ex
freely. As a result each cam may be reset while treme
in the 180° arc travelled by rotors
the locking pressure is off, and then with them all of the positions
condenser 3 and the shaft 3. In origin 25.
255 in the desired positions the locking pressure is ally setting or resetting a cam 8, the cam, as
applied in a single operation as will be explained. Stated above, remains stationary while the shaft
After a particular setting of the cam 8 is ac
by the knob 49. Because of the lug
complished, the screw 5 is tightened on the 23 isonrotated
cam 8 and the abutting shoulder 26 30
threaded portion 28 to pull the threaded portion limitingtherotation
of the shaft, such shaft must
30 29 into the threaded cavity of the cap screw 5 ,
turned in a counter-clockwise direction as
and thereby cause the collar 47 on the tuning be
in Figs. 3 and 4, and this, of course, is also
knob to press against the bushing 6 which in viewed
true because of the fact that the stop bar 56 abuts
turn presses the washer 53 against the Spring the
lower lug or projection 57. With the con
washer 54 to gradually flatten the same against denser
3 mounted in the position on the end of
the washer 2 and thus increase the friction pres the tuner
shown in Fig. 1, the rotors of such
sure between each member of the complete as Condenserframe
be entirely fitted into the stators
sembly. This causes sufficient frictional pressure thereof at will
maximum capacity position when the
between the washers 9 and 2 and the adjacent can and coupling
is in the position
surfaces of the cam 8 to securely lock the cam shown in Figs. 3 andstructure
4.
Therefore,
rotating the 40
8
against
rotation
with
respect
to
the
shaft
3.
40
shaft
3
in
a
counter-clockwise
direction
by means
The slot 5' in the head of the cap screw is of such of the tuning knob 49 will move the rotors
of the
size that it will accommodate a relatively thin condenser outwardly to the position of minimum
coin for turning the same so that no screwdriver capacity 180° from the initial position. This oper
is required.
In order to prevent rotation of the shaft 3 as ation is utilized in coupling the condenser shaft to
shaft 3 by means of the collar 6 ?, inasmuch
the screw 5 is being threaded onto the section 28, the
alignment between the tuner and condenser
the shaft is turned by means of the turning knob as
be accomplished with each at one of the ex
49 until a stop bar 56 keyed to the flattened por may
tion 29 of the shaft 3 engages a lug 5 punched treme positions on the 180° arc. After the set 50
out of the end wall of the tuner frame. Inas Screw 62 is turned tightly against the shaft 32
Secure the coupling device onto said shaft, the
much as the bar is keyed to the shaft, this en to
mounting arms A on the condenser frame are se
gagement prevents further rotation of the shaft. cured
by means of screws or the like to a rubber
The stop bar 56 is an element in the coupling mounting
or grommet R on the end
structure between the shaft 32 of the tuning con member member
of the tuning frame to cushion the 55
denser and the shaft f3 of the automatic tuning condenser with
respect to the tuning device.
device. As shown in the enlarged illustration of
Tuning
indication
is provided in a dial assembly
Fig. 5, the end portion 29 of the shaft 3 is flat
a drum 69 on the bushing Tf which in
tened on each side at 58. These flattened Sides including
correspond in angular position to the key-way 22 turn is secured to a movable sleeve on the shaft 3 60
as heretofore described. The dial scale is printed
60 in such a manner that all of the elements making on a plate or the like 72 transparent at the figures
up the tensioning and locking means for the tuner themselves to transmit light from dial light to the
can be aligned in the original assembly thereof to
thereof. The plate 72 is secured on a box
permit a rapid alignment with the rotor sections rear
like
frame
which in turn is supported on the
of the tuning condenser 3. In this manner the bars 70 and7370',
and then the edge of the frame
arcuate path of 180° for the tuning condenser and
65

the cams on the tuner will exactly correspond
when the device is in operation. This will be more
readily apparent in the following description.

adjacent the slots is peened to spread the frame
and rigidly secure the bar in the frame. This
same securing means is employed for fastening
the bars 70 and 70', as well as the bar TO'', onto

In the structure of Figs. 1 to 5 particularly an
indirect coupling between the shaft 32 and shaft the frame members 0 and f, and is illustrated 70
70 3 is provided. This is accomplished by a spring particularly in Fig. 3. The bar T0 is covered, over
greater portion of its length, by a rubber cov
spider 59 rigidly secured to a bushing 6 which may the
75 as shown in Fig. 3, to cushion the bar and
be slipped over the end of the shaft 32 and se ering
prevent, jarring from the levers 33 when they are
cured thereto by the set screw 62. The spring pulled
against the same by the spring 44. The s
spider 59 in turn is mounted on a pair of bosses 63
75

4.
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on the elements on the shaft. In the post
the tuned station on the scale a colored ribbon sure
tion illustrated in Fig. 7, the frictional pressure
having one color at C, for instance, and another
covering 75 also insulates the bar. To indicate

On the can units is reduced to permit resetting
color at C", is rotated Over the drum 6 and two of a can f, and for the purpose of illustration,
rollers 4 at each end of the frame 3, so that the this structure and the operation thereof will be s
dividing line between the two colors C and C'
in connection with the step of increas
corresponds to the tuned position of the con described
ing
the
frictional
pressure on the individual cams.
denser 8 and indicates such position on the dial Axial movement of the washer to the left on
scale on the plate 72.
10 The embodiment of the invention illustrated in the shaft 3', as viewed in Fig. 7, to increase the
pressure, is accomplished by an inter O
Figs. 1 and 2 is primarily employed with a small frictional
nally
threaded
gear or toothed wheel 89 thread
table model or so-called midget radio receiver. ably secured on the thread portion 28 of the
The entire cabinet and receiver chassis is, of shaft. A pinion gear 8 is provided, having
15

course, compact and relatively small, and the a stub shaft 9 with a flattened side or sides
knob 49 is adapted to extend through an end wall

at the end thereof. A rim or collar 92 on the
6 of the cabinet. No other manual tuning knob shaft cooperates with the wall 0 to retain a s

is employed for the condenser , and setting or colled spring 93 on the shaft. The spring is
when the inward pressure on the shaft 90 is re
20 tuning device, is accomplished by such knob. In moved, as will be explained, the spring presses the
the case of a larger console model or the like shaft to the right to disengage the gear 8' from 20
where the large chassis and large cabinet is em the gear 9.
ployed, it is not convenient from the standpoint
In the structure of Fig. 7 the knob 4B' is pro
of operation to have the manual tuning knob on vided
with an integral or rigid collar 47 having
25 the side of the cabinet nor desirable in that it a cavity
4 therein corresponding in shape to
necessitates an extremely long tuning shaft
end of the shaft 9 including the flattened
reaching through the side wall of the cabinet. the
portion 9. A corresponding flattened portion
To overcome this difficulty a modification of the
is provided on the end of the tuning shaft 3'
invention is illustrated in Fig. 6 in which is pro to receive the knob and hold it against rotation
30 vided a right-angled drive with the usual tun thereon. The internally threaded gear or 30
ing knob at the front of the cabinet rather than toothed wheel 9 corresponds to a nut threaded
on the side of the cabinet as is provided for the on the shaft 3' and a gear rigid with respect
structure of Fig. 1. The shaft 3 in the Fig. 6 thereto. The shaft 3' is turned by the knob 46'
embodiment extends through the side wall to of until the stop bar 56 (Fig. 4 on the end thereof,
35 the tuning device and is encircled by a collar 77 as heretofore described, engages a stop lug 57.
having a downwardly projecting lug TS keyed in This prevents further rotation of the shaft. The 35
the key-way 22 of the shaft , and bearing knob 4' is then removed from the shaft 3' and
against the bushing at one end, and against is
slipped onto the end of the stub shaft to
the shoulder 9 of a screw 8 at the other end. push the shaft and gear 89' into the position ill
A drum 82 suitably journalled in a frame 3 is
and then by turning the latter shaft in
splined to the collar 77 at 84. A pulley and shaft alustrated,
direction to move the gear 89 axially to the left
assembly 86 carries a belt or cord 87, and upon on the thread portion 28 of the shaft 3', the
rotation of the shaft, and pulley 86 by means of a washer 53 is likewise moved to the left and the
knob on the front of the radio cabinet, the pulley friction
is increased on the individual
82 is rotated to in turn rotate the shaft 3, and cam unitspressure
over the entire length of the shaft 3'.
consequiently the condenser shaft 32 as hereto The
knob 46' may then be removed from the stub
fore described.
shaft 9 and placed onto the shaft 3' and again
The frictional pressure on the individual cams utilized for manual tuning in the manner de
is is varied in the manner substantially as pre scribed
above.
viously described by turning the screw 8 to the
It
is
understood
that the modification of Fig. 7
right or left in the same manner as described is employed primarily
on midget sets and the
with the cap screw 5. A wing nut 88 is pro knob 46' is positioned on the outside of the end
vided on the end of the screw and is large enough
of the cabinet as described with respect to
to provide sufficient leverage for finger move wall
Fig.
1.
It is further understood, of course, that
55 ment of said screw. In turning the cap screw, the the loosening operation for the gear 8) is just
collar, and consequently all of the axially mov the opposite of that for increasing the frictional
able can unit elements on the shaft 3 in the pressure on the slidable elements carried on the
tuning unit, are moved into tight frictional en shaft. ...
gagement with one another, and the spring wash
Although the adjusting means for the embodi
er 54 is compressed to maintain this frictional ments
of my invention illustrated in Figs. 1 to 7
pressure as heretofore described. After the fric include removable elements such as the cap
tional pressure has been removed, the selector
and knobs, the invention is successfully
lever 33 may be employed to engage the depres screws
practiced with adjusting means for the friction
sion 43 in the substantially heart-shaped cam, to pressure on the can by structure including non
65 hold such cam against rotation while the shaft removable elements. One such embodiment, rep
3 is turned by means of the tuning knob on the resenting a modification of the previously de
shaft and pulley assembly 86. The cams are re scribed structure, is illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9.
set in this manner to vary the tuning position In the illustration of Flg. 8, a sleeve 8 for a
thereof.
knob member such as that shown in Figs. 1 and 7
70 A still further modification of the manual tun is rigidly secured to a shaft 3' by means of a
ing tensioning means for the can units is illus set screw 99 or the like. An apertured wheel 70
trated in Fig. 7. With this structure it is possible 0 internally threaded or rigidly secured to a
to eliminate the internal cap screw of the struc collar as 2 is threadably carried on the shaft .
tures of Figs. 1 to 6 and utilize merely a single 3' as heretofore described. The apertures 3
s tuning knob 46' for varying the frictional pres are spaced apart and provided adjacent the outer
75

resetting of the cams as well as tuning to stations shown in its compressed position in Fig. 7, but
other than those provided for on the automatic

2,180,158
5
A slight modification of the one-piece rotatable

rim of the wheel () to be engaged by a spring
detent 04, including a movable pin 05 having
a pointed end 06 and having suitable stop
Collars and Spring collars to retain the pin in the
wall fo of the frame member for the tuner de

5

vice. A coiled spring OT on the pin 05 nor
mally, holds the same in the position shown in
Fig. 8 out of engagement with the apertures 03

10
5

20

of the wheel 0. When it is desired to change
the axial position of the wheel of on the shaft

3' in order to vary the frictional pressure on the
cam units supported on the shaft, the shaft is
first turned by means of the knob until the stop
bar 56 on the end of the shaft engages a lug 57
aS previously described. This stopped position
for the shaft will be dependent upon whether
or not it is desired to increase or decrease the
frictional pressure on the cam units as has been
explained. With the shaft 3' retained against
rotation in one direction, the button 08 is
pressed to cause the projection 06 to engage a

corresponding aperture f O3 in the wheel and while

25

holding this engagement, the shaft 3' is turned
in a direction away from the stop lug 57 by the
tuning knob on the collar 98. This structure
Will permit the shaft to turn 180 and the threads

on the shaft 3' and corresponding threads on
the wheel unit are provided in such a manner
30

5

Shaft is illustrated in Fig. 12 with the condenser
frame 22 being substantially identical with the
frame of the condenser 3 except that the wall
i23 of the tuning unit frame is common to the

condenser frame as well as the tuning frame.

The shaft 6, however, is journalled in the frame

member 23 and 24 and carries both the rotors
of the condenser and the cams for the tuning
unit. The coupling structure shown in Figs. 2
and 4 particularly, is, of course, eliminated in
the devices of Figs. 11 and 12. This structure

10 *

necessitates such a correlation between the con

denser unit and the tuning unit that the entire
assembly is completed in a single continuous op
eration rather than assembling each unit inde
pendently as is the case with the preferred em
bodiment in Fig. 1. However, where large pro
duction is attained on one particular structure
of the tuning device, it is profitable to design the
tuning and condenser units for assembly on a
single shaft as shown in Figs. 1 and 12 to elimi
nate the extra parts and labor of the coupling
device in the preferred embodiment. With the
variations in sizes for a number of models, as

20

is the usual practice with radio manufacturers,

the two-unit assembly of Fig. 1 is ordinarily pre
ferred.

The usual stops are provided in the rotor and
compress the spring washer 54, or permit the ex stator assembly of Figs. 11 and 12, and a stop
pansion thereof a sufficient amount to lock, or bar performing in the same manner as bar 54 is
looSen, the can units on such shaft, and in the provided on the one-piece rotatable shaft inter
latter case permit adjustment thereof. After the mediate the condenser unit and the cam unit,
adjusting operation is completed the spring f of for engagement with a lug on the Wall or frame
will move the projection f66 out of engagement member intermediate these two units in the man
that the 180°. of movement will be sufficient to

30

i5

ner previously described.
When utilizing the tuning device of my inven
A still further modification of the adjusting
means is illustrated in Fig. 10. This includes a tion with a midget set having a one-piece molded

With the Wheel f.

one-piece lever fo9 pivotally secured on a pin cabinet, with a decorative front Wall and no
f f, normally mounted on the wall iO of the supplementary escutcheon plates, the slots in the 40
tuner frame. The lever 09 is provided with a wall for receiving a finger portion as 38 would
dog or projection 2 for engagement with a ordinarily have to be too wide to be acceptable
tooth of a toothed wheel 3 similar to, or iden from a decorative standpoint. In order to over
tical with, the gear 89 of Fig. 7. When it is de come this difficulty, a multi-part lever (Figs. 13
sired to adjust the frictional pressure on the and 14) is provided having a stub end which may 45
elements on the shaft 3', the shaft 3' is turned be conveniently inserted in a relatively narrow
by means of a knob (not shown) rigidly secured, slot and having a supplementary finger portion
if desired, to the end of the shaft 3' to a stop for attachment to the main body of the selector
position with the stop bar 56 engaging a lug 57. lever. A lever member 26 similar to the lever
() Instead of a detent such as unit 04 of Fig. 8, 37 without the key portion 38, is provided with 50
the lever 9 is depressed to cause the engage a pair of bumped out straps 27 at the forward
ment of the dog f2 on a tooth at the stopped portion thereof. A spring member 28 is riveted
position of the Wheel and the knob on the shaft to the lever 26 and includes a pair of spring fin
3' is then turned to move the shaft. 180° as here gers 29 having detents 3 f thereon to engage
tofore described. The spring 8 pulls the dog corresponding notches 32 in a removable pin 33 55
f f2 out of engagement with the toothed wheel for insertion through the front wall of the cabi
When the operator's finger is removed from the net. A molded finger portion 34 is molded di
lever. This lever may extend out of the rear rectly onto the pin f33. When the pin is in
of the cabinet or could extend from the front serted through the straps 27, the detents f3 on
of the cabinet in a manner to correspond with the fingers 29 snap into the notches 32, and 60
the Selector levers 33.
cooperate with the straps 27 to rigidly, but re
Modifications of the cam and condenser assem movably, retain the pin 33 therein.
bly are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. In Fig. 11,
In the event that a longitudinal rather than a
a one-piece shaft 6 is rotatably mounted in a vertical indicating scale is desired with the tun
frame including a pair of end plates 7 and 8 ing structure previously described, a stamped 65
corresponding in general to frame plates O and out frame f36 is mounted on the tuner frame,
of the structure of Fig. 1. The rotor members preferably to one side or the other of the selector
of the tuning condenser 9 are rigidly secured levers. Frame 36 is adapted to support thereon
to the shaft 6 in the usual manner, and the a plurality of pulleys, including two longitudinally
cans 2 are supported on such shaft in the mounted pulleys 37 at one end and two vertically 70
identical manner as described with respect to the mounted pulleys 38 at the end end. A drive
structure of Fig. 1. The selector lever mecha pulley 39 is secured to either the condenser shaft
nism is likewise similar to that previously de 32 or the cam shaft 3, and in this illustration
scribed. In fact, the illustrations of Figs, 11 and such one or the other shaft will be designated
()
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12 are primarily schematic.

generally by reference character 40. Any de
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6
sired gear reduction may be provided at 14f. tion means intermediate the control members
With the tuning scale (not shown) carried on and axially slidable therewith on said shaft sub
the front of the frame 6, tuning indication is
accomplished by a pointer f42 supported on a

movable carriage 43, which in turn is slidable
in a slot 44 in the frame member 3. The

carriage is illustrated in section in Fig. 17 and
includes a block 46 having shoulder portions f4
engaging one side of the frame it. The block

O

46 is retained in this position by a plate

8

secured to the front of the block by a bolt or

5

screw 49 also utilized to secure the pointer f42
to the plate 48. A cord is extends around the
drive pulley 39 and Over the two sets of pulleys
f37 and 38, and each end of such cord is insert
ed through apertures 52 in the block f46 to be

knotted at the under surface thereof and re

tained against removal. This is shown more
particularly in Fig. 17. Upon rotary movement
20 of the shaft 40, the carriage 4 travels longi
tudinally in the slot 44 with the pointer 42
indicating the changed position of the radio re
ceiver.
From the foregoing description and the draw
ings it is apparent that I have provided a simple
and compact tuning device, which will quickly
and accurately tune the radio receiver to a de
sired predetermined station setting. The cams
are so rigidly retained in position on the tuning
30 shaft when they are set thereon that they will
withstand any normal amount of pressure On the
selector keys without varying in angular posi
tion. This makes it possible to obtain the same
peak-tuning for a predetermined station upon
35 continued operations. Yet the friction tension
ing means for the cam is such that it may be
very quickly and easily adjusted.
Although my invention has been described
and illustrated in its preferred embodiments,
is undersood that I do not limit my invention
40 itthereby
but the invention is limited only by the
scope of the appended claims.
I claim:
1. Radio tuning, apparatus for movement
45 through no more than 180°, including in combi
nation, a rotatable shaft, a pair of spaced apart
parallel frame members supporting said shaft,
with the latter extending through each frame
member, rotating means for said shaft on One
end thereof, and a stop member keyed to said
shaft at the other end thereof for engagement
with corresponding stops on the adjacent frame
member positioned in a manner to limit the ro
55

tation of the shaft to substantially 180, and sta
tion selecting means on said shaft intermediate
the frame members.

2. Radio tuning apparatus including a rotat

60

able shaft, a plurality of cams supported on said
shaft and rotatable relative to said shaft, a plu
rality of washers on said shaft with at least One
Washer adjacent each can and non-rotatable
with respect to said shaft, and means for limit
ing the rotational movement of each can with

respect to said shaft, said means including a rigid

85

stop lug on one side of each cam, with said ad
jacent washer having a pair of integral shoulders
spaced apart circumferentially thereon for en

gaging said lug on said cam to limit the rotary
movement of the can to the distance between

stantially as an assembly, means at One end of
the assembly for limiting axial movement of the
assembly on the shaft at that end, tuning and

adjusting means at the other end of the assem
bly directly on the threaded end of the rotary
shaft and operable adjacent an end wall of the
housing for varying the frictional pressure on the O
control members and adapted for rotation of the
shaft directly at the shaft for tuning, said means
including threaded means on the threaded end
of the rotary shaft, and with said means movable
and operatively connected with the slidable as
sembly to cause relative movement between the 5
slidable assembly on the shaft and the limiting
means at the one end of the assembly for apply
ing sufficient frictional pressure on the control
members in the assembly to prevent rotation of
said control members with respect to the rotary 20
shaft.
4. Selector tuning mechanism for a radio re
peiver having a housing including in combina
tion, a rotary shaft threaded at one end, a plu
rality of control members on said shaft, axially 25
slidable means internediate the control members
for normally frictionally retaining said members

against rotation relative to said shaft, said mem

bers and said slidable means movable axially to
gether substantially as an assembly on said shaft,

30

means at one end of the assembly for limiting

axial movement of the assembly on the shaft at
that end, and tuning and friction adjusting
means at the other end of the assembly directly 35
On the threaded end of the rotary shaft in
cluding a knob on the outside of the receiver
housing having a central bore and carried axial
ly slidable on said shaft but non-rotatable there
On, a cap screw rotatable in said knob bore ad

justably secured on the threaded end of the ro
tary shaft having an enlarged head at the outer

40

end thereof for engagement against the knob,
with said tuning and adjusting means operative
ly connected with said slidable assembly to cause
relative movement between said assembly and
said limiting means at the one end of the as
sembly upon rotation of said cap screw in said
knob to apply frictional pressure on the control
members.

5. Selector tuning mechanism for a radio re

0

ceiver including in combination, a rotary shaft
threaded at one end, a plurality of control
members on said shaft, spacing and friction
means intermediate the control members and
adally slidable therewith on said shaft sub 5
stantially as an assembly, means at one end of
the assembly for limiting axial movement of the
assembly on the shaft at that end, tuning and
friction adjusting means at the other end of the
assembly directly on the threaded end of the -60
rotary shaft including a tuning and friction ad
justing device having a central bore and carried
axially slidable but non-rotatable on said shaft,
an adjusting member within the device bore hav
ing an internally threaded cavity at one end for G5.
threaded engagement with the end of the rotary
shaft and having an enlarged head at the other
end engaging a corresponding shoulder on the
device at the bore, with said tuning and friction
adjusting means operatively connected with said O
slidable assembly to cause relative movement

70 said shoulders on said washer.
3. Selector tuning mechanism for a radio re
ceiver for mounting in a housing for the receiver, between said assembly and the limiting means at
said mechanism including in combination, a ro the one end of said assembly upon rotation of
tary shaft threaded at one end, a plurality of said adjusting member on said device to apply s
S control members on said shaft, spacing and fric frictional pressure on the control members,
f
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6. Selector tuning mechanism for a radio re Said assembly acting together and said limiting

ceiver having a housing with a front and side means at One end of said assembly to apply fric
Walls including in combination, a rotary shaft tional pressure on the control members.
9. Radio tuning apparatus for movement
threaded at one end portion, a plurality of con
trol members on said shaft, spacing and fric through no more than 180°, including in com
tion means intermediate the control members bination a rotatable shaft, a pair of spaced
and axially slidable therewith on said shaft sub apart parallel frame portions supporting said
stantially as an assembly, means at one end of shaft, station selecting means on said shaft in
the assembly for limiting axial movement of the termediate the frame portions with said shaft
0 assembly on the shaft at that end, tuning and extending at each end through the corresponding
friction adjusting means at the other end of the frame portion, rotating means for said shaft on
assembly on the rotary shaft directly on said One end thereof, Outside the corresponding frame
threaded end thereof including a tuning member portion, and a stop bar secured to said shaft
for operation outside an end wall of the housing against rotation relative thereto at the other end
5 non-rotatably supported on said rotary shaft, of said shaft outside the other frame portion,
and an adjusting unit operable outside said end stop lugs extending laterally from such other
Wall of the housing at the tuning member hav frame portion on the outside thereof and posi
ing a threaded portion threadably secured on the tioned in the path of movement of said stop
threaded end of the rotary shaft, a relatively bar in a manner to limit the degree of rotation
20 rigid washer and a resilient washer adjacent one of said bar to not more than 180°.
10. Radio tuning apparatus including a rotary
another on said shaft intermediate the tuning

5

0.

5

20

shaft, a plurality of control members spaced apart

25

and friction adjusting means and the slidable
said shaft and rotatable relative to said shaft,
assembly, and with said tuning and friction ad on
Washer on at least One side of each control
justing means acting on said washers and slid amember,
relative to said shaft,
able assembly upon rotation of said adjusting means for non-rotatable
maintaining each of said washers sub

25

unit from the outside of the end wall of the hous

30

ing to provide relative movement between the stantially in abutting relationship to the corre
side of said control member, and means
slidable assembly on the shaft and the limiting sponding
means at One end of the assembly for applying for limiting the rotational movement of each
control member relative to Said shaft, Said means
frictional pressure on the control members.
7. Selector tuning mechanism for a radio re including a rigid lateral projection on the side

30

ceiver having a housing including in combina of each control member with the corresponding

tion, a rotary shaft threaded at one end there

of, a plurality of control members on said shaft,

35 Spacing and friction means intermediate the con

trol members and axially slidable therewith on

40

Said shaft Substantially as an assembly, means at
One end of the assembly for limiting axial move
ment of the assembly on the shaft at that end,
and tuning and friction adjusting means at the
other end of the assembly directly on the thread

washer for each member having a pair of in
tegral abutments Spaced apart circumferentially
thereon for engaging the lateral projection on 35
the control member to limit the relative rotary
movement between the control member and the
shaft to the distance between the abutments on
the washer.

il. Radio tuning apparatus including a rotary 40
tuning shaft, a plurality of control members
apart on said shaft for selective rota
ed end, Said means including an elongated mem spaced
tion relative to said shaft to vary the control

ber threadably secured at one end of the thread position of each of said members, a rotational
ed end of the rotary shaft extending outwardly
45

toward a side wall of the housing for adjusting
the frictional pressure on the control members
and adapted for direct engagement to turn the
rotary shaft for tuning, structure axially slid

able but non-rotatable relative to said shaft on

50

limiting member on said shaft on at least one

45

side of each control member non-rotatable rela
tive to said shaft, means for limiting the angular
rotational movement of each control member

with respect to said shaft to a degree no more

the normal tuning movement of the rotary
Said shaft intermediate said assembly and the than
tuning shaft, said means comprising engaging
elongated member acting upon said assembly abutments
on a limiting member and its corre
upon threadable adjustment of said elongated sponding control
member, with a single abutment
member on said shaft to provide relative move on one of said members
a pair of angularly
ment between said assembly and said limiting spaced apart abutmentsand
on the other of said
means at the one end of said assembly to apply members, said abutments being
on adjacent por
frictional pressure on the control members.
8. Radio tuning apparatus for mounting in the tions and said pair of abutments defining the

50
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housing for a radio receiver including in combina limit of relative movement between Said two
tion, a rotary shaft threaded at one end, a plu members.
12. Radio tuning apparatus including in Com
rality of control members on said shaft, spacing . bination, a rotary shaft, supporting means for 60
and friction means intermediate the control mem said shaft, a plurality of control members nor
bers and axially slidable therewith on said shaft
frictionally retained against rotation rela
substantially as an assembly, means at one end mally
of the assembly for limiting axial movement of tive to said shaft, spacing and friction means on 65
the assembly on the shaft at that end, a tuning at least one side of each of said control members
and friction adjusting unit at the other end of

axially slidable therewith as an assembly on said

friction adjusting means at one end of
the assembly directly on the threaded end of the shaft,
shaft bearing against one end of said as
rotary shaft and operable outside an end wall said
of the housing for the receiver, said unit having sembly for axially adjusted movement to vary
70 a threaded portion on the threaded end of the

the friction on each control member in accord 70

with the adjusted position of said friction
shaft, axially slidable means intermediate said ance
unit and said slidable assembly, with Said unit adjusting means, said spacing and friction means
rotatable relative to said rotary shaft at the end for each control member including a washer
thereof for threaded adjustment to provide rela member adjacent said control member and keyed

6 tive movement between said slidable means and

on said shaft with means on Said two members

S
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to limit the relative rotation for one with re tation of movement of said shaft and the other
spect to the other, said means including an of said two members having a single abutment
abutment on one member and a pair of spaced thereon for engagement with the pair of abut

apart abutments on the other member for en ments and for angular movement within the lim
gagement by the one abutment to limit the de its of the corresponding distance between said
gree of rotation of said control member relative pair of abutments whereby to maintain each of
to said shaft when the friction adjusting means said control members in an angular position with

5

10

5.

is in a reduced friction position.
in the limits of angular movement of said shaft.
13. Radio tuning apparatus including in com
16. Radio tuning mechanism for mounting in
bination, a rotary shaft, supporting means for a housing, said mechanism including in combina
said shaft, a plurality of control members nor tion a rotary shaft having a threaded portion at
mally frictionally retained against rotation rela one end, tuning control means on said shaft in
tive to said shaft and each control member hav cluding a plurality of spaced apart control men
ing a projection extending laterally from one side bers for controlling the angular rotation of said
thereof, spacing and friction means On each side shaft and spacing and friction means therefor,
of each of said control members axially slid tuning and adjusting means at One end of the
able therewith as an assembly on said shaft, tuning control means directly on the threaded

friction adjusting means On one end of said shaft
bearing against One end of said assembly for

axially adjusting movement to vary the friction
on each control member in accordance with the
adjusted position of said friction adjusting means,
said spacing and friction means including a

25

30

35

40

45

portion end of the rotary shaft for operation at

an end wall of the housing for varying the fric
tional pressure on the control members and for
rotation of the shaft directly at said shaft for
tuning purposes, said tuning and adjusting means

including a finger engaging tuning member ax

of laterally projecting abutments spaced apart on
17. Radio tuning mechanism for mounting in a
a frame portion adjacent said stop bar for limit housing, said mechanism including in combina
ing the movement of said stop bar and thereby tion a rotary shaft having a threaded portion

limiting said shaft to angular movement corre
sponding to the space between said abutments,

and means for limiting the angular rotation of
each of said control members on said shaft to

at one end, tuning control means on said shaft
including a plurality of spaced apart control
members for controlling the angular rotation of

O

45

said shaft and spacing and friction means there

for, tuning and adjusting means at one end of
the tuning control means directly on the thread
ed portion end of the rotary shaft for operation
at an end wall of the housing for varying the
elements as between a washer and a control mem frictional pressure on the control members and
ber having an abutment thereon and the other for rotation of the shaft directly at said shaft
of said elements having a pair of abutments for tuning purposes, said tuning and adjusting
thereon spaced apart angularly less than 360' means including a finger-engaging-shaft-rotat

65

5

washer against the extending projection side of ially movable on said shaft and an adjusting
each control member, each of said washers hav member therewith having a securing portion for S25
ing a pair of circumferentially spaced abutments adjustable securing engagement with the thread
for engagement by the lateral projection of said ed portion end of the rotary shaft, with said ad
control member to limit the degree of rotation of justing member operatively connected with said
said control member relative to said shaft when finger engaging member, and with said finger en
the friction adjusting means is in a reduced fric gaging member operatively connected with the 30
tion position.
tuning control means to cause relative axial
14. Radio tuning apparatus including in com movement between the tuning control means and
bination a rotary shaft, a pair of frame portions the shaft upon adjustable movement of said ad
spaced apart and supporting said rotary shaft, justing member for causing a variation in the
rotating means for the shaft on One end thereof, frictional pressure between the control members 35
a plurality of control members rotatable on said and the spacing and friction means therefor to
shaft intermediate the frame portions, means prevent or to permit rotation of the control men
for limiting the angular rotation of said shaft bers relative to the rotary shaft depending upon
to less than 360 comprising a stop bar on said whether the frictional pressure is applied to, or
shaft keyed against rotation thereon and a pair removed from, said control members.

less than 360, said latter means comprising a
Washer for each control member keyed against
rotation on the shaft and positioned adjacent
one side of the control member, with one of said

60

O
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for engagement by the single abutment to limit ing member on said shaft adapted for relative
relative movement between the two elements.
axial movement with respect to said shaft and a
i5. Radio tuning apparatus including in com threaded adjusting member operatively connect
bination, a rotary shaft, a frame for supporting ed with said finger-engaging member for thread
Said shaft, rotating means for said shaft at One able engagement with the threaded portion of
end portion thereof, a plurality of control mem said shaft to govern such relative axial movement
bers on said shaft within said frame, means for of the finger-engaging member, with said finger
limiting the angular rotation of said shaft to less engaging member operatively connected with
than 360°, and means for limiting the angular the tuning control means to cause relative axial
rotation of each control member on said shaft movement between the tuning control means and
relative to said shaft to a similar amount less the shaft upon said relative axial movement be
than 360, said latter means comprising a washer tween the finger-engaging member and said shaft
member for each control member keyed against to vary the frictional pressure between the control
rotation on the shaft and positioned adjacent one members and the spacing and friction means
side of the control member, with one of said two therefor.
70
members having a pair of abutments spaced
apart less than 360 corresponding to the limi
AEXANDER. W. PLENSLER.

